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Relative Hamiltonians Which Are Not 
Bounded from Above 
MATTHEW J. DONALD 
Let IO be a normal state on a van Nrumann algebra .r/ and let h be il self-adJoint 
operator affiliated with .d which IS bounded below. We discuss the perturbed state 
P)“. UP is defined, when it exists, to be the unique state maximizing the function 
(7-ent,,(riI(r))--(h). where ent ,(u~PI) is the entropy of CJ relative to CJ). WC 
PI-ovc that. given a state 1, with ,I < XC:,. for some XE R. then there ex1bl5 
a gtxerdzed operator h with p ;(a/‘. WC prove that (c>“)“- (31~. ” whenever 
the right-hand side exists. We prove that. if (II IS fkthful and OJ(/I) < x , then the 
xt of gh for which p(h)< x and 0 IS a KMS state with respect to the modular 
group of CO. is a dense subset of the set of states KMS with respect to the modular 
group of (0” ( IYYO Ac‘idernlc r+e\\. tnc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a faithful state CO on a von Neumann algebra .~1 and a self-adjoint 
element h E&, Araki [l] defined, using perturbation theory and modular 
theory, a state which he denoted by (0”. The motivatjon for this definitiun 
came from quantum statisticat mechanics. If CO represents the equilibrium 
state of a physical system, then tilr will represent the equililibrium state of 
the perturbed system in which the energy of each state D has been increased 
by o(h). Araki’s definition has proved useful in particular for the analysis 
of stability properties for equilibrium states (this is reviewed in 12, 
Chap. 5.41) and in demonstrating the invariance of such states under given 
symmetry groups (see, e.g., [3, 41). In [S], I extended the definition of CO/‘, 
at least for .d an injective von Neumann algebra, to the case in which h 
was a lower-bounded self-adjoin1 operator affiliated with .d and w was any 
normal state. The object of this paper is to extend that definition to a 
general von Neumann algebra (the possibility of doing this was noted by 
Araki in [6]) and to prove three fundamental results. 
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The first of these results is an existence theorem. This says that if /I d XU. 
for some XE R, then there exists h with 0 = (II” (Theorem 4.3). In order to 
prove this result it is necessary to extend the class of operators 11 which we 
consider -we need to allow an eigenspace on which h is infinite (see Defini- 
tion 2.12 and Proposition 2.13). The second fundamental result is a chain 
rule, which says that, for all pairs (II, H) of lower-bounded operators, 
(()j’)” = (Jit H If the right-hand side exists (Theorem 5.10). The third 
fundamental result (Theorem 6.8) is concerned with the relationship 
between the set of states which have the same modular group as (11 and the 
set of states which have the same modular group as (II”. Since this provides 
a relationship between the equilibrium phases of two quantum statistical 
mechanical systems, this is likely to be the most important result for 
applications. Theorem 6.8 says that, if (11 is faithful and trj(h) < X. then a 
dense subset of the set of states with the same modular group as (1~' is given 
by the set of pl’ for which /)(/I) < r; and 11 has the same modular group 
as UJ. 
In addition to these results, we shall generalize the PeierlssBogoliubov 
and Golden-Thompson inequalities (in Lemma 3.X and Theorem 6.3, 
respectively). We shall also provide a new perspective on the properties of 
OJ” for bounded 11 proved by Araki in [I]. In the process of generalization, 
we shall provide new proofs of these properties, often by using relative 
entropy techniques to derive the results from one fundamental formula 
(Eq. (3.6)). In the Appendix, we shall give a simplified proof of this 
formula. In Section 7. we shall provide a counter example to show that a 
number of plausible results do not generalize arbitrarily. 
2. CONVENTIONS. QCOTATIONS, AND A USEFUL FORMULA 
The techniques used in this paper are based on Araki’s definition of 
relative entropy [7, S] and on results from Tomita-Takesaki modular 
theory. These are both reviewed in [2]. 
We shall define (1)‘. when it exists, to be the unique state maximizing the 
function a~ent,,(o( OJ) - 0(/r), where ent ,/(oi (1~) is the entropy of CJ 
relative to (:I. The interpretation of this function as a measure of relative 
free energy is discussed in [S], but note that in this paper we are setting 
the inverse temperature /j = 1. We shall show that this does indeed con- 
stitute a definition for (u” in Theorem 3.1. 
Throughout this paper. .o/ will be a von Neumann algebra acting on a 
Hilbert space X. with 2-,(.d) denoting the set of all normal states on .d. 
For 0 E Z,(.&), .~(a) will denote the support projection of 0. 
At several points in this paper, it will be useful to assume that .d has a 
faithful normal state OJ and is in standard form. We shall always be able to 
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confirm (using Lemma 2.3 and Remark 3.2) that we lose no generality 
through these assumptions, so we shall sometimes adopt them without 
explicit comment. In these circumstances, we shall also use the following 
notation. There will be a cyclic separating vector <(c~,)E .%’ such that 
(o(A) = (<(CO), A<(w)) for all A E .d. ./p will denote the natural positive cone 
associated with (.d, C(U)) and J the modular conjugation. For (T E Z,(.C/). 
we shall write c(o) to denote the unique element in .Y such that 
a(A ) = ({(a), A<(a)) for all A E .d. .~‘(a) E .d’ will be the projection onto 
the closure of .~dl(a). For cr. PEE.J.P~), we follow [lc] in defining S,,,” on 
‘/(S,,,,) =x/<(a)+ (I -x’(o)).% by S,,,,(il<(o) +.Q) =.~(a) A*:(p). where 
A E .d and s’(cr)Q = 0. 
S,,,, is closable, and the relative modular operator n(i), CT) is defined (cf. 
[9, Theorem X.251) by d(i), a)= (S,,,,)* (s,,,J. We note. in particular, 
from [S, Theorem 2.41, that 
ker 3(p. cr) = (1 -.~‘(a) .s(Q)).% (2.1 ) 
(which implies that d(p, a) commutes with both ~‘(a) and s(p)), and that 
d(p, CT)’ 2 =Js,‘.m. (2.2) 
Becauseof (2.l)and because ;c >(T(o),d(p,o)~(a))k(~(o),logd(p,(7);(cr)) 
it is possible to define 
ent,;,(~I/,)=(~(a),logd(p,a)~(a)). if .~(a) 6 s(k)) 
= - x . otherwise. 
This is Araki’s definition [S, Remark 3.4; 71, but with the sign and 
ordering convention of Bratteli and Robinson’s textbook [2] (on the 
algebra .&(.K) of all bounded operators on .H’ we have ent iR,H ,((T 1 p) = 
tr( -0 log CJ + CT log p)). I would like to emphasize that the fact that I am 
using Araki’s definition in this paper does not mean that I have abandoned 
the axioms proposed in [lo]. Indeed, I still do not know whether or not 
my axiomatic definition is equivalent to Araki’s. In this paper, the priority 
is technical convenience for application to statistical mechanical models 
rather than the analysis of fundamental properties of the real world. The 
relative entropy used in this paper is the same as that denoted in [lo] by 
ent>(olp), where it is proved to be HX* upper semicontinuous. (This result 
was independently arrived at in [ II].) In this paper I shall occasionally 
quote results from [ 10, 121 which are proved there for my axiomatically 
defined relative entropy rather than for Araki’s. I shall only do this when 
essentially identical proofs work for both definitions. 
Araki’s relative entropy can be extended to arbitrary states on arbitrary 
von Neumann algebras (see. e.g., [ IO. 1 I. 13. 141). In the following pair 01 
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lemmata, we collect some known or elementary properties of this extension. 
Because of Lemma 2.3D and F we shall be able, in general, to assume that 
our basic state (1) is faithful, while, because of Lemma 2.3E, we may assume 
that .d is in standard form. 
LEMMA 2.3. Le: j.: (al,, ~4,) --, (.cl, .#‘) he N wn Neumunn ulgehru 
isomorphism and 0, p, und T he stutcs on .d It,ith u and p normal. Let 
(.d2, .X2) he the wn Neumunn algehru (s(p) .ds(p), ,s(p).;Y‘). Then 
(D) ent ,,(olp)= ~ ?= z~n/cs.s s(a)d.s(p). 
(E) ent,,,(a illp”E.)=ent,,(rrIp). 
(F) Suppose .X(O) <s(p) urzd C@P 6, p E X,(.ti?) hj’ r?(s(p)As(p)) = 
a(‘4 1, Adp).wp)) = [)(A 1, .I or ull A E .d. Then ent ,,,(ci 1 b) = ent ,/(c 1 p). 
Proof: A is [ 12, Lemma 4.31. B is proved in every fundamental paper 
on the subject. As noted in [S], C is a consequence of A and I\.* upper 
semicontinuity. D is either an immediate consequence of the definition, or 
follows from the monotonicity of ent applied to the algebra generated by 
.s(p): ent <,(a1 p) < - o(.s(p)) log 
a(.s(p)) 
--a(1 -.c(p))log 
a( 1 -S(i))) 
P(J(l))) P( 1 - .W) 
E and F are applications of an inequality of Uhlmann [ 13, Proposition 181 
as explained in [ 10, (8.3) and Theorem 8.61. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let CJ, p, 5 E Z*(,d). Then 
(A) For 1 3 .Y, 3 .Y: > 0, ent ,fl(~11v2/~ + (1 - .Y~)T) - log .y2 3 
ent,,,(o 1 x, p + (1 ~ .Y,)z) - log x, und, in purticufur, ,for x 6 (0, 11. 
ent:,(crl.up+(l -s)r)>ent.,(aIp)+log.u. 
(B) For .YE(O. 11, ent,,(a)r/j+(l -.v)r)+ent~,(01~) ms .Y+ 1. 
(C) For SE [0, 11, ent,,(.utr+(l -.v)tl.ul~+(l -.r)r)+ent #((TIP) 
us .Y + 1 
Proo/: (xzt)+ (1 -.Y~)T)/s~> (.r,t’+(l p.~l)r)/~x,. so A is a conse- 
quence of [S, Theorem 3.41. 
For B and C, we have that .up+(l--.u)z-,/j and .vo+(l-.u)r+a as 
.Y+ 1, we have A. and we have. by concavity of ent, that ent ,(.w+ 
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(1 -x)~l.up+(l -s)T) 3 sent.,(aly)+(l -.u)ent.,(rI~)=.uent,JaI,~). 
Upper semicontinuity then yields the results. [ 
In [ 151, Petz proves a result which implies (by [ 16, Corollary 3.61) that 
the function CT H ent,,(a 1 w) is strictly concave when finite. We shall now 
give an alternative proof of this result (Corollary 2.10) as a first conse- 
quence of a useful formula (Proposition 2.9), which was derived in [ 121, 
by a quite differtnt method, for injective von Neumann algebras. 
First we recall that, for n, p, and o faithful normal states on .oJ and for 
t E R, the Connes’ cocycle [Dw:Da], is a unitary in .e/ which satisfies 
[Dw:Da], = d(w, a)” A(cT, 0) If = /Lf(w. coy Ll(rr, (!I) -I’, (2.5) 
[Dol:Do],= [Do:Dp], [Dp:Do], (2.6) 
(see [ 16, Section 31). As pointed out by Petz [ 17, Theorem 41, since 
d(o, a) C(G) = t(o), if ent ,,(a / o) > - x then 
ent,,,(rrI~)=J~~~~IT([n(!l:/,~],-l). (2.7) 
LEMMA 2.8. [f’ CJ and w are ,fbitl?f’ul and a < Xto .fbr some X E R then 
((a) E 2’(log d(0, a)). 
Proof: It is easy to show that a unique element of .d’ is defined by 
L(A<(to)) = At(a) for all A E .d. Then, from (2.2), 
d(to, cr)’ 2 JL*JS(a) =JS,,,,,JL*J<((T) = J’LJt(o) = L<(w) = ((0). 
Thus, <(a) E p(d(w. a) ’ ‘). But, from the definition <(a) E V(d(o,, a)’ ‘). 
and for .Y > 0, (log x)’ 6 4(.x + l/.u). so <(a) E ?(log d(o), cr)), 1 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let r~, CJ:, p l C*(.cl). Let s,, xy? E (0, 1 ) uYth 
s, + x2 = 1 and set G = s, (T, + x7 CT?. Tlwn 
x, ent .Ja, I p) + s2 ent JoZ 10) 
=ent,(oIp)+.u, ent,,(a,/o)+xZent,(a,)~). 
Proof: By Lemma 2.3 and the remarks preceding it, it is sufficient to 
assume that ~(a,) <s(p), that s(aJ <s(p), and that p is faithful. Then, by 
Lemma 2.4C, we may replace g1 and CJ? by .YG, + (1 - x)p and 
.YG~ + (1 -x)p (respectively) for SE (0, l), and assume that 0, and g7 
are faithful. Finally, by Lemma 2.4B, we may replace p by xl) + (1 - .~)a 
for XE (0, I). This allows us to apply (2.7), since we then have, by 
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Lemma 2.4A, that each of the terms in the result to be proved is finite-for 
example, 
ent,,(a, (xp + (1 - .r)a) 3 ent Jo, ( a,) + log(( 1 -X)X,) > - 7; 
By (2.6), [Dp:Drr,],= [Dp:Da], [Da:Da,],. Thus 
+ [Dp:Do],- I+ [Da:Do,],- l)i’(a,)). 
But, (TV < (l/x,)a, so we can apply (2.5) and Lemma 2.8 to show that 
,1;(m), ([Dp:Dal,- l)([Dn:Do,],- l)((a,))+O as 1 + 0. 
Also, since [DC) : Da], E .d. 
x,(i’(o,), ([Dp:Dal,- 1) s’(a,))+-Qii(~.?L (cm:Dol,- I)T(az)) 
=a([Dp:DcJ],-1). 
The result follows on applying (2.7). 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. With the same notation, [f’ CJ, # CT>, then either 
ent,,,(o 1 p) > x, ent .,(a, ( p) + x2 ent .<(oz 1 p) or both sides of‘ this ineyuulit~~ 
ure - X’. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.3B and Lemma 2.4A, if cl # 02, then 
O>s, ent:,(~,la)+.~u,ent.,(a,lo)> -8~. 1 
Remark 2.1 1. If G and p are states on a C*-algebra % then it is possible 
to define ent,(a 1 p) by ent,(c 1 p) = ent,..(a’ /[I’), where CJ’ and p’ are the 
unique normal extensions of (T and p to the universal enveloping algebra 
V” of %? [S, Section 5; 14, Lemma 3.11. Proposition 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 
extend immediately to the C*-algebra case. 
Now we turn to the class of operators h for which we shall define w’. It 
is useful to allow our operators to have eigenspaces with infinite eigenvalue 
in order to have various completeness properties (see Corollary 2.15 and 
Remark 4.4). 
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DEFINITION 2.12. An extended-valued lower-bounded operator h 
afftliated with ,d is a map h: C,(.&) + [i, X] for some CE [w, written 
0 ++ a(/~), which satisfies 
(B) h is weakly lower semicontinuous, i.e., if (crl)2t, -+‘I (r in the 
sense that o,(A) + a(A) VA ~.d, then o(h) <lim infzi,g,(lr). 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let h: C,(.&‘) + [i, x]. Then the fblloning ure 
eguicalen t : 
(A) h is an extended-valued lon,er-hounded operator @listed 1t.ith .cL’. 
(B) There e.xists a projection P E .d and a seCf:adjoint operutor h, 
@‘listed lvith .d such that (1 - P).K c ker h,, h, > min (i, 0)) and, ,for all 
rJEZ*(.d). 
a(h) = o(h,) if s(a)<P 
=a othern~ise. 
(C) For some increasing sequence (h,,),, 2 , of’ commuting se(f-&joint 
elements of &, a(h) = SUP,,~ , a(h,,) for all cr~2YJ.d). 
(D) For some increasing net (/z,),,~ of‘ self-adjoin t elements qf‘ .d, 
Proq& (This result is a variation on a fairly standard theme----see, for 
example, [ 16, Appendix]. ) 
B *C because, by definition, o(h,,)=~up,,~, a(h,Q,]), where Q,, is the 
spectral projection of h, on the interval (- ~8, n] (cf. [2, Lemma 6.2.531 
which explicates an equivalent definition of a(h,,)). 
C - D is obvious. 
D = A is elementary. 
Assume A. For <E% with ii<li = 1, define a:~2‘.+(.~!) by 
a:(A) = (5, A(), VJA ed. Define Q(h) = {O) u ($ E cFi,\ (0): a:(h) < ‘x, 
with t = illllc/ll I. 
For cp, ti E H with lid > 0, lItill > 0, Ilcp + $11 > 0, and llcp - $11 > 0, 
~ll’P+~IIZ”y,+~.‘,,~++,,+~ll(P-~l17~(17~ $ JI’(? $1 
= ~llcpllZ oyl II@ + tllw ~$‘llill? (2.14) 
so, by Definition 2.12A, Q(h) is a vector space. 
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Let P be the projection onto the closure of Q(h). P E .d because for any 
unitary UE .d’ and any $ E Q(h), Ulc/ E Q(h). 
Define a quadratic form q,, on Q, = i $: P$ E Q(h)) by 
with y,(cp, Ic/) defined by the polarization identity. 
By Definition 2.12A and (2.14), for cp,lC/~Q,, $q,(q+$,~,+$)+ 
$q.,(cp-II/, cp-$)=q,,(cp, cp)+q,($, t/j). This is sufficient to show that q,, 
which is clearly densely defined, is a quadratic form. Define 
Let (cP,,),,~ I c X’ with cp,, + 4”. 
If Pep = 0 then 0 = p(q) = < II&II = lim,,, L i l/Pq,,ll’ < 
lim inf,, + L P(cP,,). 
If Pep # 0 then we may assume that Pq,, # 0 for all n. In this case, set 
i’,, = p~,,/IIp~,,I/ and t = p~plll WI. c;,, + I” (T:, and so, by Definition 2.12B, 
p(p)= IIP~ll’~,(h)bliminf,,., ilP~,,il’a;,,(h)=liminf,,, , p(cp,,). Thus p 
is lower semicontinuous. 
Now suppose given (ti,,LaI c Q,, with i,, + ti and q,(ti,, - ti,,,, $,, ~ $,,,I 
--f 0. Given E > 0, choose N such that HI, n 2 N implies P($,~ - $,,,) < t:. 
Then, n 3 N -p($,, ~ $) < lim inf,,,. ti p($,, ~ $,,,) <E, and so II/ E Q, and 
q,(t,b,l-$, $,,- $) +O. This proves that q, is a closed, semibounded 
quadratic form, and, hence, there exists a unique self-adjoint operator h, 
such that Q(h,,) = Q, and ($. A,,$) = q,,($. $) for all II/ E Q,. 
h, is affiliated with .d because, for any unitary U E ,d’ and any II/ E Q,, 
WEQ., and qdu$, W)=Y.,($.$). 
To complete the proof and show that A + B, we need to show that, for 
all 0 E ,X*(,d), 
o(h) = dh,) if s(o)<P 
=X otherwise. 
This is clear if CJ takes the form 0: for some l E .X. 
For the general case, suppose that a=x,:=, .s,~D~,, for (<,,),,>, c.ic/ with 
lIt,,II = 1 for rz> 1, and (s,,),,~, c [0, l] with s, >O and C,“:, s,,= I. 
a(/~,) = C,:=, .s,,c~~,,(h,) by the monotone convergence theorem, using the 
definition of a(/~,) mentioned above. 
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It follows that, if a(h) < z, then a,,,(h)< r^, for all n> 1 with s,, >O. 
Then, for each such n, <,, E Q(h), and hence .r(g) 6 P. Equivalently, 
(7(h) = ;r, unless s(0) 6 P. 
Now assume that S(CJ)< P and hence that Pt,?= t,, for all n. Then 
cr:,,(h)= (t,,. II,<,,) for all n. If a(h)= x, then 
= lim inf 1 s,,c~~,~(II,) = a(/~,). 
.v+ I t1 = 1 
On the other hand, if o(h) -C ‘CC, then 
and, again, o(h) =lim., , a,Jh)=u(k,). 1 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let h, and 12, be extended-valued lower-hounded 
operators qffiliated w,ith &, and let Q E .d be a projection. Then, unique 
e.utended-valued lo+l’er-hounded operators h, + h2 and Qh, Q are defined bJ> 
setting, for 0 E 2,(.4)), 
(A) a(h, +h,)=o(h,)+o(hz) 
(B) 
dQh,Q,=dQ)auth,) !f a(Q) > 0, where CJ~ = QaQ/a( Q) 
=o (f n(Q)=O. 
3. THE DEFINITION OF cd' 
THEOREM 3.1. Let w E C,(,zZ) and let h be an extended-valued loi+,er- 
bounded operator affiliated with .&‘. Suppose there e.uists p E Z,(&) w?th 
ent ,(p / CO) - p(h) > - so. Then, there exists u unique state, Mlhich ti,ill be 
‘XOYI I-II 
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denoted by cd’, which muximizes rhe ,func.tion ,f(rr) = ent d(o I(!,) - a(h) orer 
o E Z,(d). The ,folloving hold: 
(A) s(w’) <s(w). 
(B) cc)‘1 = L’)‘I ’ for unj, c E R. 
(Cl LC)” = CO~“~ for any projc>ction Q E .d ,cith Q > s(a)). 
Proqf: By Lemma 2.3B and Definition 2.12, ,f is bounded above and 
f’(a)> -‘x implies ent ,d(al o) > ~ 8~ and a(h) < x. By W* upper semi- 
continuity of ent, ,f‘ is weakly upper semicontinuous. By Corollary 2.10, ,f is 
strictly concave when finite. 
Let (u,~),,~ 1cX.J.n) be a sequence such that ,f(o,,)-supj,f(rr): 
0 E C,(.&‘) ). Using Lemma 2.3C, let (G~)~~, be a weakly convergent subnet 
of (a,,),,. , and suppose that gZ + r. By upper semicontinuity, ,f’( r ) = 
sup{,f(a): ~r~Z*(.d)i. There is a unique such state by strict concavity, so 
we can write z = (0”. 
A holds by Lemma 2.3D. B is obvious. If Q ~.d is a projection with 
Q 3 s(u), then, by Lemma 2.3D, ent .,(a 1 W) = - x unless a(Q) = 1. Thus, 
by Corollary 2.15B, ent ,,(o~w)-g(QhQ) =ent .,(a\w)- a(h) for all 
CT E C*(.d), and this proves C. 1 
Remurk 3.2. Theorem 3.lC shows that the use of Lemma 2.3F to pass 
to an algebra on which m is faithful, places no essential restriction on h, 
since we can always replace h by .X(W) hs(o). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Suppose that w is faithful and that k = k* E .d. Then 
the perturbed state &’ defined by Araki [ 1] satisfies (with the sign and 
normalization conventions of this paper), for some constant c(e). k), 
ent.,(aIo)~a(k)=c(m, k)+ent,,(alw/‘) v’o E Z*(d). (3.4) 
Using Lemma 2.3B, it follows from (3.4) that Theorem 3.1 gives a proper 
generalization of Araki’s definition, and that L.(w, k) = ent cd(o1, / (1)) ~ d(k). 
Note that o? always exists for bounded k. since ent ,(w 1~) -c!,(k) = 
-o(k)> -x. 
(3.4) is proved by Araki as Theorem 3.10 in [S]. In fact, he disguises the 
constant c(w, k), by using a positive linear functional $” which is not 
normalized. In our notation (ignoring a difference in sign convention), 
o’ = $“/I/?( 1). Araki defines II/” by $“(A) = (Y(k), A Y(k)) VA E .d, where 
Y(k) E .X is the vector perturbation by k of t(o), as defined in 111. 
Comparing (3.4) and [S, Theorem 3.101, and using [8, Theorem 3.6C]. 
we have 
c(o), k)=log lIYl/(k)ll’. (3.5) 
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In the course of his proof, Araki also shows [S, Eq. (4.28)] that, for (T 
faithful, 
log Ll(w”, a) = log d((l,, a) - k - (‘(0, k). (3.6) 
(3.4) and (3.6) will be fundamental to the results to be proved in Sections 
5 and 6. Moreover, by using (3.4) we shall be able to give short, simple. 
alternative proofs of all the major properties of W’ given in [ 11. These 
results will either be necessary lemmata for, or easy corollaries of, the 
corresponding properties that we shall prove for unbounded relative 
hamiltonians. Unfortunately, the proofs, in [l, 81, of (3.6) involve the full 
complexity of [ 11. A similar proof is sketched in [2, Theorem 5.4.4 and 
Vol. II, pp. 279-2801. In the Appendix, therefore, we shall give a simplified 
proof of (3.6) based on the technical machinery used elsewhere in this 
paper. For the moment, we merely note that (3.4) can be deduced easily 
from (3.6), using Araki’s definition of relative entropy, but that one needs 
to be familar with the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.7. Let B und k be self-adjoint operutors uith k bounded. Let 
A=B+k. ThenQ(A)=Q(B)und~EQ(A)~(~,A~)=(~,B~)+(~,k~). 
Proof A is defined as the self-adjoint operator with domain 9’(B) and 
with Acp = By, + kcp for cp E g( B). For cp E 8(B), 
((B+k)cp, (B+k)cp)d II&l12+2 IlBvll llkll !I4 + IlklIZ ll’pllz 
62Wdl’+ lIkl12 11~112) 
d 2((lB + Ilk11 )cp> (IN + llkll)cp). 
Thus (B + k)* d 2( j BI + Ilk11 )’ and, by the monotonicity of the square root, 
IBtkl G,fi(lBl + llkll). 
Then Q(B)=Q(lBl)cQ(lB+kJ)=Q(A), and, since B=A-k, 
Q(A) = Q(B). 
Now, for $ E Q(A) = Q( I Bl), I($,,),, a 1 c Y(B) such that JI,, -+ $ and 
lBI’~2ti,,+IBI’21C/. It follows that ((tin-$,,,), lB+kl ($,,-li/,,))-0 
and so iB+k(“‘~,,-+lB+kl’:‘(i/. Then, ($,Z, B$,,)-+($, B$) and 
(I/,,, (B+k)$,)+($, (B+k)$) and the result follows. 1 
In [IS], Mueller considers states p for which log d(w, w) -log d(p, w) 
can be interpreted as a positive self-adjoint operator. Putting cr = cu in (3.6) 
suggests that Mueller’s results are closely related to the ideas of this paper. 
If o is a state on a C*-algebra W and k = k* E v’ then. from Remark 2.1 I. 
there is a unique state uk on W which maximizes ent,d(cr/o)- a(k) (cf. [2. 
Theorem 5.4.41). 
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DEFINITION. Henceforth, given o E Z, (d ) and an extended-valued 
lower-bounded operator /z affiliated with .ol, we shall define 
~(0, h)=sup{ent,,(o/o)-a(h): ~EZ.J,CY)). 
Then c(o, h) > - x is equivalent to the claim that w’ exists, and in this 
case, ~(0, h) = ent.,,(w” 10) - wl’(h). 
LEMMA 3.8. c(w, h) > -o(h), so that, in particular, d’ exists if’ 
o(h) < co. 
ProoJ From the definition, ~(0, h) 3 ent Jo 1 w) - o(h) = - o(h). [ 
Remark 3.9. This is the famous Peierls-Bogoliubov inequality, which 
was proved, for bounded relative hamiltonians, by Araki [ 191 (cf. [ZO]), 
working in terms of (lY(k)ll (see (3.5)). In that paper, he also proved, for 
bounded k, that c(w, k) d log w(e-“). This is a generalization of the 
Golden-Thompson inequality, and a result that we shall generalize further 
in Theorem 6.3. 
EXAMPLE 3.10 (cf. [2.1, Theorem 11.) Let w be a faithful state on the 
algebra g(X) of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space X and identify 
o with its density matrix. Let h be a lower-bounded self-adjoint operator 
on xj. Let P be the projection onto the closed linear span of 
Q(log o) n Q(h). A closed, densely-defined, quadratic form on PX, which 
is bounded above, can be defined, if P # 0, by q((p, cp) = (cp, log o cp) - 
(cp, hq). Denote by log w-h the corresponding self-adjoint operator. 
By Segal’s lemma 122, Section 4B], Pe’og’Um ” is trace class and 0 < 
tr( Pe ‘Og’uph) < w(e “). Th en, I claim that gh is defined if and only if P # 0, 
and if P # 0 then &I = Pe’Og”r, “/tr( Pe’og’u “). 
Proof. Recall that ent IR(,K ,(o / p) = tr( - 0 log CJ + cr log p). Then, ~1)~ is
defined 
o 3 a normal state p such that ent,&,, ,(p 1 w) - p(h) > - 8x 
o 3 a pure normal state p such that ent,#(,,,(p / o) -p(h) > - cc 
o 3$ E I? with 11$11= 1 such that (I,+, logo Ic/) - (II/, h$) > - a~ 
oP#O. 
If P # 0, then set T = Pe’ogo ~ ‘/tr(Peiogf” ~ ‘I). Then, for all CT E C,(g(Z)), 
ent,,,, ,(c 1~) = ent,,,, , (a / w) - a(h) -log tr(Pe’ogw ‘). (3.11) 
As in Example 3.3, it follows that T = wA and that C(OI. h) = 
log tr( Pe ‘Og”J ~ “1. I 
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Notice in this example that s(w”) = P and need not equal s(w). 
We conclude this section with some useful preliminary results. The first 
goes some way towards providing an equation analogous to (3.4) or (3.11) 
for every state of the form o’, but the question of whether such an equa- 
tion does always hold is left open by this paper. As a corollary we show 
that ~((0”) = s(w) whenever w(h) < z. This is one of a number of indica- 
tions that requiring the finiteness of w(h) is a sufficient condition for a fully 
satisfactory theory (particularly for applications to statistical mechanics). 
Other such indications are Lemma 3.8, Corollary 5.9, and Theorem 6.8. 
That some such condition is necessary is shown by Example 3.10 and 
Section 7. The final result of this section is concerned with approximations 
to (0” and is an extension and improvement of a proposition in [S]. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Suppose that c(o, h) > - x. Then 
(A) ent,(aio)-o(h)<c(o,h)+ent,,(aIo”)J‘or all adz*. 
(B) ent ,(a Ito) - a(h) = c(o, h) + ent Ja 1 w”) r$ ,for some XE R, 
0 < x-u”. 
Proof: (A) We may suppose that ent,,(aIo)-a(h) > - co. Define 
g(x) = ent,,(xa + (1 - X) gh I o) - XT(~) - (1 - X) oh(h) for x E [0, 11. 
g(s) 6 g(0) by definition, so using Proposition 2.9, for x > 0, 
03 (g(-~)-g(O))l,~ 
=ent,,(oIo)-o(h)-c(w,h)-ent,,(aIxa+(l -x)&) 
1 --x -H .Y ent.,(o” I xcr + (1 - x)w”) 
3 ent,,(g I o) - a(h) - c(o, /I) - ent JG / XCJ + (1 - x)oh) 
(by Lemma 2.3B). 
A now follows by Lemma 2.4B or simply by upper semicontinuity. 
(B) Write w”=xo+(l -.Y)T for .xE(O, 1) and TEC,(d). From 
Lemma 2.4A, ent,,(0)Oh) and ent,(tlu") are finite, as are o(h) and r(h). 
By Proposition 2.9, 
ent,,(& / w) -o”(h) 
=.u(ent,,(alo)-o(h))+(l -x)(ent,,(t/w)-s(h)) 
-x ent.,(a / w’) - (1 -.Y) ent,,(r IO”) 
= ent.,(oh I w) -d(h) + ent,,(wh /oh) 
= x(c(w, h) + ent,,(a I oh)) + (1 - x)(c(w, h) + ent,,(r ) w”)) 
x ent,,(a I w”) - (1 -x) ent,,(t / cf?). 
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Thus, 
x(ent,,(a I w) - a(h)) + (1 - x)(ent,,(r I w) - a) 
= x(c(w, h) + ent d(a 1 o’l)) + (1 - .Y)(c(o, h) + ent,,(t ( 0’)) 
and the result is a consequence of A. 1 
COROLLARY 3.13. If m(h) < CD, then s(&) = .F(o). 
Pro@ If w(h) < XI, then c(w, h) > - = by Lemma 3.8, and, by 3.12A, 
ent,.(o 1 w”) > - clc: 
s(oh) =&Y(W) is now a consequence of Lemma 2.3D and Theorem 3.1A. 1 
COROLLARY 3.14. Ij k,, k, E AI are self-&joint and CO E C,(,&‘), then 
ok’ = wkz if and only if s(w)(k, - okI( s(o) = s(o)(k, - &(k?)) s(o). 
ProojI (This is an alternative proof of [ 1, Proposition 4.61.) If 
wk~ = wk 2 then, by Proposition 3.12B, for all (T such that Xokl >, g, 
a(k,)-~~‘(k,)=ent,,(aIo)-ent,,(o(o”’)-ent,,(w”’~o) 
= o(k,) - w”‘(k,), 
where every term is finite since, by Lemma 2.4A, ent,,(a / w”‘) > - cl,. 
By the method of [2, Lemma 2.5.391 such states o are dense in the set 
of states with support s(ok’) = s(o) (by Corollary 3.13). Thus, 
s(o)(k, - &‘(k,)) s(o) = s(w)(k2 - Wk2(kz)) s(o). 
The converse is a consequence of Theorem 3.1B and C. # 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Suppose that c(w, h)> - x and that (h,,),2, is an 
increasing sequence of extended-valued lower-hounded operators affiliated 
with d with o(h) = sup,,> r a(h,) .jor all c E Z,(sz?). Then c(w, h,) > - m 
for all n, ent,,(& w) + ent,,(oh 1 w), c(w, h,) -F c(o, h), and mhfl +” wh. 
Proof. (The first part of this proof is from [IS].) There exists <E R 
such that h,>[. Choose man. Then h>h,>,h,bh,>[, and so 
- cc < ent.,(w” / w) -oh(h) (3.16) 
< ent,,(w” (0) - &(h,) (which shows that c(o, h,,) > - ‘x: ) 
d ent,,(&’ I c’,) - ohm(h,) (by definition of whm) 
< ent,,(ohm I w) - &“I(h,,) (3.17) 
d ent,,(w”” I o) - ohn(h,,) < ent,,(w”” I w) - <. 
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Thus ent,,(o”“Iw) 3 c(o, /I) + < and, by Lemma 2.3C, there is a weakly 
convergent subnet (o’~)~~, of (o’“),,~ , . Suppose that & +‘I’ ~1”. By upper 
semicontinuity, for each n, 
ent Jo” IO) - w”(h,,) 3 lim sup (ent,,(wh” / w)) - lim inf (to”x(h,,)) 
ZG1 2tl 
3 lim sup (ent,,(o”‘/ W) - w”~(h,,)) 
ZEI 
3 ent,,(w” IO) -o”(h) 
(using the inequality between (3.16) and (3.17) with x substituted for nz 
when SI > n). But o”(h,,) + o”(h) as n + x, so ent,,(w”lo) -w”(h) > 
ent,,(& 1 o) - w”(h). By uniqueness of Q”, 0” = W” and so w”” +I” w”. 
Choose t‘> 0. Noting that &(h,,) d w”(h) < m, find N such that n 3 N 
implies l&(/r,,) - &(h)j < E. Then, for n > N. 
ent,,(& I w) 3 lim sup (ent rJ(w”21 0)) 3 c(w, h) + limEmf (o”z(h,,)) 
?El 
3 ~(0, h) + d(h,) > ent Jc19 IO) -c. 
Thus ent,,(& I w) = lim suplE,(ent,,(ohz I w)) and so, as (u”~)~~, is an 
arbitrary subnet of (u~,),,~, , ent,,(o”” I w) + ent,,(w” lo). 
The inequalities at the start of this proof give c(o, 12) < 
lim inf, t, 40, h,) d lim sup% t, 40, h,) d ent,,,(o”“’ I (I))- w”n(h,,), for m 3 n. 
Letting m + cc gives 
lim sup c(w, h,) d ent,Jw” IO) - lim inf (cfl”fl(h,,)) 
ztl I,, - I 
6 ent,,(w” I co) - w”(h,,) 
d ent,,(& / 0) - o”(h) + i: 
and thus c(o, II,,) + c(o, h). 
Now apply Proposition 3.12A: 
ent,,(ohmI(~h~)~ent,,(o”“Io)--Wh”~(h,,)-~(W, A,,)> c(w, h,,?)-c(o, h,). 
But, by [23, Theorem 3.11, ent~,(oh”Ighn) < -i /l&m- &II’, so (&rz),,_>, 
is a Cauchy sequence and must converge in norm to w”. 1 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF 11 
Suppose that states p and o are given. The results in this section provide 
circumstances in which one can deduce the existence of h such that p = &. 
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The first result is due to Araki [ 1, Theorem 6.31, but the proof here 
is entirely different. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let p, w E ,?I*(&) und supposr that there esi.st 
A’,, X2 E R w,ith A’, p 3 CO und X20 2 p. Then, there rxi.st.s k = k* E .R/ WC/~ 
thut p=o“, ent,,(rrIo)-c(k)=ent,JaIp) ,fbr ull o~C*(.d), und 
logX,>k> -log/Y,. 
Proqj: By Lemma 2.3D and F and Remark 3.2, we may assume that w 
and p are faithful. There exist T, , z2 E C,(.d) and I,, -uz E (0, 1 ] with .Y, > 
X,‘andx,3X,‘suchthatp=.u,o+(l-s,)r,ando=x,l,+(l-.uz)t,. 
Then, by Lemma 2.4A, for all r~ E C,(,oll), 
ent,Ja I p) 3 ent,,,(o I w) + log .Y, and ent,,(aIw)3ent,(a/p)+log.u,. 
(4.2) 
Define H(o)=ent,(aIcu)-ent.,(aip) on IJ, = {o~C*(.d): ent c,(~l~~) 
> - x8 }. By Proposition 2.9, H is affme on A,. H can be extended to a 
real continuous function satisfying / H(a)1 d max ( ~ log I,, -log .Y? 1 for all 
0 EC*(.&) by techniques from [IS] -in particular 18, Equation (4.11) and 
Lemma 4.11, and the fact that X, d(p, a) 3 n(c~, a) 3 X, ‘Ad@. a). 
Thus H extends to a real bounded linear map on ,GJ$, so there exists 
k = k* ~,cy’ such that H(a) =ir(k) for all UE A,. p =(,I~, since 
ent,,(ai(ti)-a(k)=entJcrip) for all a~2-.+(.v/). Log X, 3 -logs, >k> 
log .x1>, -log X, by (4.2) and the fact that ,I, is norm dense in Z,(G) 
using Lemma 2.4A and [2, Lemma 2.5.391 (cf. [ 12, Section 41). 1 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p, w E Z,(,QI) and suppose thut there e.uists X E R ,rith 
Xo >, p. Then, there exists un extended-vulued lower-hounded operutor h 
qfliliuted \rith ,d such that p = CO”, ent Jo 1~) - n(h) = ent d(a 1 p) for u/l 
CJ E Z.+(.o11), and h 3 - log X. Moreover, if p und o are ,fuit/zful, then h is 
.seJf-&joint. 
Proqf As usual, we may assume that (0 is faithful. There exists 
~EC,(,QZ) and x~(0, 1] with .u>X-’ such that o=.up+(l -.Y)T. 
For JOE (0, 1 ), define k, = k.,* E .d by Proposition 4.1 to satisfy 
ent,,(o 1 o) - a(k,.) = ent.,(a I yp + (1 - J)Z) for all 0 E C,(.zI). Define 
h, = k,. + log ~1. By Lemma 2.4A, for 1 > ~1, > yz 2-u and 0 such that 
ent,,(a/o) > - x, o(h,.,)>a(hV2)310g x. As remarked above, such 0 are 
dense in C,(,&), and so h,, 2 h,.: > log s. 
Define II by a(h)=sup,,,., ~(h,.). By Proposition 2.13, h is an 
extended-valued lower-bounded operator affiliated with ,M’. Clearly 
h 3 log x. 
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By Lemma 2.4B, a(h) =ent <,(crjw)-ent d(alp) for 0 such that 
ent Ja 10) > - ‘z, so, since, by Lemma 2.4A, ent,,(o / p) > - ‘K 3 
ent,,(clo)> -8x, ent,(oIw)-a(h)=ent,,(oIp) for all aEZ,(.sZ). 
Finally, if s(i)) = s(w) = 1, then, since p(h) = ent,,(p I w) > - nj, Q(h)* 
defined in proposition 2.13, is dense in H-, and thus h is an ordinary self- 
adjoint operator. 1 
Remark 4.4. By Corollary 3.13, if k = k* E &, then X(W) = s(cc)I‘). Thus, 
if .d is finite dimensional and s(p) is strictly smaller than s(o), then the 
operator constructed in Theorem 4.3 cannot be an ordinary self-adjoint 
operator, but must have an eigenspace on which it is infinite. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let p,, pr E Z,(&). Then there e.\-ist estended-valued 
lolrer-hounded operators h, and h, affiliated with .nZ such that h, > - log 2, 
hz > --log 2, a(h,) < w lrhenever ent,,,(cr p,) > - c, a(h,) < cc bchenever 
ent,,(aIp2)> -xx, und ent,(oIP,)-o(h,)=ent,,~(aIpz)-a(h,) ,for all 
c7 E Lr*(.d). 
Proof Let o = $(p, + p2). Theorem 4.3 provides 11, and h, such that 
p, = d’l, p2 = dz, and ent,,(o I w) - dh, I- a(h,) = ent Jai p, ) - a(hz). I 
This corollary has a pleasing symmetry, but, as far as I can see, it 
is of little practical use, because of domain problems of the kind to be 
exemplified in Section 7. 
5. THE CHAIN RULE 
The object in this section is to prove that, under suitable circumstances, 
(o~h)M = &+ H, Our proof will be based on several results of Araki’s, 
combined with Proposition 3.15 and the technique of strong resolvent 
convergence. First, we shall use (3.4) to give an alternative proof of 
[ 1, Proposition 4.51. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let k, and kz he .yelf’adjoint elements of .d. Then 
(o~‘+~’ = (co~~)“~ and ~((0, k, + k,) = c(w, k,) + r(w”l, k,). 
Proof: By (3.4) for CT E c,(,vY)), 
c(w, k, +k,)+ent,(aIo k’+k~)=ent:~(~io)-a(k,)-a(k,) 
= c(w, k,) + ent,,(a I w”‘) - a(k,) 
= 4~ k,) + c(o”‘, kz) + ent cJ(a) (Q#‘)~~). 
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First putting c = (w”‘)/‘? and then c = wil + k2 gives 
ent ,d((g’l)x? 1 w ‘I+ “?) = c(w, k,) + c(w’l. k2) - ~$0, k, + k2) 
= ~ ent,,,(o”’ +kJ 1 (J’)“?), 
so that Lemma 2.3B yields the result. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let k = k* E .d und h he an extended-valued lower- 
bounded operutor affiliated with .cy’. Then, c(w, h) > - cc o c(m, k + h) > 
- a o c(ok, h) > - xc, and, if an)’ qf these hold, then, setting s = s(o”), MY 
huve 
(A) (w”)” = (,I~ ’ “. 
(B) ~((~I’)~)=s(c>~+“)=,s, 
(C) (w”)” = (&)‘k’, 
(D) ~/~+k=W/z+rX\~ 
Proof: ent,,(uiw)-o(h)> ~ x8 o ent,,(oIo)-a(k)-a(h)> ~ x8 o 
ent,,(aIw”) -o-(h) > - xl by (3.4). This gives the first part. 
Suppose that c(o, h) > - co, and let (h,l),13, be a sequence of self-adjoint 
elements of .d which increase to h. By Proposition 3.15, (o’)~I, +” ((u’)” 
and Oh + Jh + 11 & + /I> so A follows from Lemma 5.1. By (3.4) for all 
P E C,(.d)), ent,,(pk I P)+ent,,(p I p”) = pk(k)-p(k) 3 -2 llkil. Using upper 
semicontinuity, this implies that ent Jw”+~ 1~~) +ent,,(o”Io”+k) > 
lim sup,, _ ,(ent d(&l+’ I o”~‘) + ent Jo”” / (,I”~~ + “)) 3 - 2 (Ikll. B now fol- 
lows from Lemma 2.3D. 
Let 0 E C,(,ti). Then, unless S(G) d s, ent,,(a 1 w”) = - E, and, in conse- 
quence, ent,,(oIw)-a(h)= - cc (by Proposition 3.12A). It follows that, 
for all 0 E C,(JZ~)), ent,,(a / 0”) - a(k) = ent,,(a I w”) ~ a(sks) and 
ent,,(c / o) - o(h) - a(k) = ent d(~ I Q) - a(h) - a(sks). 
This proves C and D. m 
Proving, in the notation of this corollary, that (w”)” = gk +’ is somewhat 
more difftcult. We start by sketching the method. Using (3.6), we have that, 
for w and 0 faithful, 
log A(o”n+k, u) = log d(o, 0) -h,, - k - c(o, h,, + k) 
= (log d(o, 0) -h,, - c(w, h,,)) - k + c(w, h,,) - (.(q /I,, + k) 
= log d(o”“, 0) -k + c(o, h,) - c(o, h,, + k). 
If s(w”) = s(o) then we can use [S, Lemma 4.11 (which we recall below) 
and Proposition 3.15 to show that log d(cr~“,~+‘, a) +s.r log n(~o’~ +k, a) 
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and that log d(o”“, a) +‘.‘. log d(o”, a). The result will then follow. 
( -+‘.I denotes strong resolvent convergence.) The proof when s(w”) <S(U) 
merely requires a recapitulation of the details of this method. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let {o,,, CJ, o,,, w: n > 1 } cC,(.(l/) lvith cr,, +” CJ und 
o,~ +‘I o und suppose that .d is in stundurdf&m. Then, ,for YE s’(o)X, 
ll((l + A((U,,, g,,) “I)-‘-(1 +d(c,,,o)l’“)~‘)Yll -to NS n + cx2. 
Proqf: This is [S, Lemma 4.11. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let (A,,),,2, he a sequence of positive invertible selfludjoint 
operators on a Hilhert space X. Let A be a positive self-@‘joint operator 
and P= x,0,-I ,(A). Let ,f he a continuous bounded ,function on [0, z) 
izlith ,f(.y) --) 0 us x + IX. Suppose that, ,for all Y E PX, 
~~((l+A,~‘2)~‘-(1+A”2)~‘)Y~~~Ou.s~~-,~;o. Then,Jivull YEPX, 
ll(.f(A,,)-.f(A))U -+O 0s n+;. 
Proof: (This is a variation on [9, Theorem VIII.20].) Let YE PH. By 
inductiononN, /~((1+A~,‘2)~‘v-(1+A”2) N)Y~i+Oasn+~~.Applying 
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem allows us to approximate f‘uniformly by a 
polynomial in (1 + x,‘*) ’ and this yields the result. 1 
We shall apply this lemma to the function .f‘(s) = (i + log X) ‘, x > 0, 
.f(O) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. With the Same notation und conditions, suppose that 
(k,),, a 1 is a sequence of bounded self-adjoint operutors converging strongl!, 
to u bounded self-adjoint operator k which commutes \r,ith P. Then, for all 
YE P-7?. 
lI((i+logA,,+k,,) -‘-(i+PlogA+k)~‘)Yl/+O us n+x. 
Proof: Set @=(i+PlogA+k)-’ Y. @~E(PlogA+k)=Q(PlogA). 
Set @,, = (i + log A,,)-’ (i+ P log A)@. @E PX, since [P, k] = 0, so, by 




d ll(i+logA,+k,,)p’ (Y-(i+logA,,+k,,)~,,)I/ + I/@,,-@II 
d ll(Y-(i+logA,,+k,,)~,,)/I + I/@,,-@I/ +O. I 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let A and B hcj se@ljoint operutors, k a hounded ,s~lf’ 
adjoint operator, und P a projection. Suppow that P commutes \i$ith A, B, 
und k, and thut (i+A+k)-‘Y=(i+ B)~ ’ Y fbr all YEP-X. Then, 
AP$kP= BP. 
Proof (i+A+k) ‘P=(i+AP+kP) ‘Pand(i+B) ‘P=(i+BP) ‘P 
so, without loss of generality, we can set P = 1. 
Let @Ed. Then @=(i+B) ‘(i+B)@=(i+A+k) ‘(i+B)cD so 
@Eli(A+k) and @=(i+A+k) ’ (i+A+k)@. This yields (i+A+k)@ 
= (i + B) @, which is all we need. 1 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppow thut CT, w E Z,(d) n,ith (1) ,faitlzful ord .d in 
.standurd,form. Suppose that k = k” E .d. Then 
.s’(o) log A(o’, a) =x’(a) log A(to, CJ) -.s’(cr)k -s’(a) c(o. k). 
Prooj: Set G,) = (1 ~ l/n)0 + (l/n)cu. (T,, +‘I g and (T,, is faithful. By (3.6), 
log A(&, CJ,,) = log A(w, a,,) ~ k - c((o, k). By (2.1 ), x’(a) log A(&, cr) and 
s’(a) log A(w, a) are well-defined self-adjoint operators, and A(&, c,~) and 
d(w, G,?) are invertible. (2.1) and Lemma 5.3 allow us to apply Lemma 5.4 
and Proposition 5.5 with P = s’(a j. to show that, for all YE s’(a).%, 
(i+s’(a) log A(o”, a)) ’ Y 
= lim (i+ log d((,?, a,,)) ’ Y 
‘I . i 
= lim (i+ log d(to, o,,) - k - L.(w, k)) ’ Y 
,I * I 
=(i+.s’(a)logd(o,a)-k-c(to,k)) ’ Y. 
The result is now a consequence of Lemma 5.6. m 
THEOREM 5.8. Lpt k = k* E .d and h be an extended-valued loller- 
bounded operutor qffiliuted with .d. Let WEE, and suppose that 
~(0, h) > - CO. Then (CO”)’ = u.# + “, und, ,for all o E L’,(d), 
ent ,d(o/(~‘)- a(k) + C(W, h)= c(w, h + k) +ent d(~l~~‘*’ /‘), 
Proof Set s = s(to”). As usual, we may assume that (0 is faithful and 
that .d is in standard form. By Corollary 5.2, we may assume that k = sks 
and that s(cr) 6 s. Let (h,,),,2, be a sequence of self-adjoint elements of .r/ 
increasing to h. Define .#, = .x’(a).% and write 2 = s’(a)A j y1 for any 
operator A on X. 
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By (2.1 ), Lemma 5.1, and Lemma 5.7, 
log ;i( W”J, + A, 0) = log d”(W”“, CT) - if - (‘(UP’: k) 
= log J(dn, a) -z - qto, h,, + k) + qw. h,,). 
By (2.1) and Corollary .5.2B, ~((ti”“+ ‘;, a) and I(w”~. a) are invertible 
while ker d(tn” + ‘, a) = ker d”(w”, 0) = ( 1 - S)X; 
Now we can use Proposition 3.15 and Lemma 5.3 to apply Lemma 5.4 
and Proposition 5.5 with P = 3. This gives, for all YYE S.vi;, 
(i+.Slog a(Wh+k, 0)) ’ Y 
= lim (i+logd(cu”nfX. 0)) ’ ‘Y 
I, + I 
= lim (i + log d(c+. fr) - k’ - c”(w, h,, + k) + F((u, II,,)) ’ Y 
II’ / 
=(i+alog~(w”,o)-/;~~(w,/z+k)+~(to,h)) ’ Y. 
By Lemma 5.6, this implies that 
.5 log d( w/l +x. rr)=sloga(,‘~,.)-i;-,-(,,h+t)-t,,(,,h). 
As g(o) = S<(a) E 6 the second result follows on invoking Araki’s relative 
entropy definition and Lemma 3.7. The first result is an immediate conse- 
quence. 1 
COROLLARY 5.9. (A) Suppose thut o(h) < xc. Then 
ent Ja I o) - a(h) = ~(0, h) + ent Jc 1 o”) ,for 1211 aEZ.+(.sd). 
(B) Suppose that w; = w$, that o,(h) < m, and that co?(h) < XI. Then 
01, = (0,. 
Proof: (A) Let (h,,L2, be a sequence of self-adjoint elements of .d 
increasing to h. h-h,, 3 0, so w ” “p2(h - h,,) 3 0. Thus, 0 > c((u, h -h,,) = 
ent,,(o” ~“JiIw)-w”~“n(h-h,,) 3 ent,,(w/o)-o(h-h,,)= -w(h-h,,)+O 
as n -+ x. Using [23, Theorem 3.11 again, we have, 0 2 - i I/w - W” 
3 ent ~,((u” ‘g,/(0) -+ 0, and thus gh “rl -+‘I o as n + ry,. Now, “;I,‘ 
Theorem 5.8, 
ent ,Ja) Ed”) + o(h,,) + C(Q, h) = c(w, h -h,,) + ent .d(a) w” ‘lrz). 
Letting n -+ 8x8 and using upper semicontinuity, gives 
ent,,(a I w”) + ((w, h) < ent Ja/o) - c(h), 
so the result follows from Proposition 3.12A 
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Proqf: c(w,Iz+H)> -z+3p~Z,(.d) with ent c,(/, / 0)) - ~(12) ~ 
p(H) > - XI. This implies both that ent ,,(p 1 tn) - p(h) > - % and that 
p(H) < X. Thus, 0” exists, and, by Proposition 3.12A, ent ,,(/I I to”) > - X. 
But, now ent ;,(/I 1 w”) - /I( H) > - Y;, so (d)” exists. 
Let (H,,),, 2 I be a sequence of self-adjoint elements of .p/ increasing 
to H. By Proposition 3.15 and Theorem 5.8, (o”+ Ii = lim,,-, , (~1” L “,I = 
lim,, + I (w”)“” = (d)~‘. 1 
6. DOES (I? HAVE AS MANY PHASES AS co‘? 
One of the most important problems in the mathematical theory of 
quantum statistical mechanics is that of identifying the set of phases or 
KMS states associated with a given equilibrium state tr) (for a review, see 
[Z, Chap. 5.31). This is the set of states which have the same modular 
group as u. In this section we compare the phases associated with (!I’ with 
those associated with (1). 
For k =k* E G!, the map p ++ px establishes a bijection between the 
KMS states associated with o and those associated with uh ([2, Corollary 
5.4.53 or Corollary 6.7 below). For !r unbounded, however, there can be no 
such perfect result. For example, let Y& be the abelian algebra generated by 
a sequence (P,,),, ) , of orthogonal projections with C:T, P,, = 1. Every 
faithful state on Tc1 has trivial modular group, but, for h unbounded, it is 
easy to see (using Example 3.10) that there are always faithful states which 
are not of the form p”. On the other hand, as long as h is a self-adjoint 
operator, states of the form y/’ are dense in C,(YO). 
& has the special property that gh always exists and is faithful for 01 
faithful and h self-adjoint, but, for general algebras we must impose a con- 
dition that implies existence of (ah and, also, that implies existence of a 
modular group for 01”. Such a condition is that w(h) < X. With allowances 
for this condition, we shall prove (Theorem 6.8) a density property for the 
general case which is similar to that just described for 3,). 
Throughout the remainder of this section, 9‘ will denote the centre of 
our von Neumann algebra .d. Quoting from [2, Theorem 5.3.101, we have 
that w E L,(.&) is a KMS state for some system if and only if X((I)) E 9, In 
this section, we shall always be restricted to considering states with support 
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dominated by s(w), because we only define dynamics for the system with 
equilibrium state wh from that state’s modular group (rather than by some. 
perhaps more natural, a priori construction such as that given by [2. 
Proposition 5.4.11). This means that we can assume here that (11 is faithful. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let w l Z*(,cul’) be faithful. Define Z(U) to be the set of 
states which are KMS with respect to the modular group of (11. From [2, 
Proposition 5.3.291, p E Z(w) if and only if there exists a positive operator 
T affiliated with Y such that p(A) = t~( T’ ‘AT”*) VA E .d. 
For statistical mechanical purposes, we are almost exclusively interested 
in Z,(m) = (p E Z(W): s(p) = s(m) 1. This is the set of states with the same 
modular group as Q [2, Theorem 5.3.101. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let 0~ E L’,(d) he .fhithfil und t E 2. D<fitw p E Z,(d) b>, 
p(A)=co(e “Ae ’ *)/w(e ‘) VA E d’. T/m p = w’ und c( to, t) = log w( (> ‘). 
Proof: This result can be deduced from a construction of Pedersen and 
Takesaki----see [ 16, Section 4]-in particular applying [ 16, Corollary 4.81 
by the method of Proposition 2.9 (cf. [23, Proof of Theorem 3.21). 
However, since it is comparatively simple, we shall give a direct proof. 
Set T = c rz//Vm. y(A) = o( TAT) and p is faithful as 
p(AA*)=OaT,4=O=+A=O. 
Recalling notation from Section 2, note that J commutes with T 
[2, Lemma 3.2.161. Thus T<(o)= T”‘JT”‘J<(w) and so T~((o)~:‘p 12, 
Definition 2.5.251. By uniqueness, t(p) = Ti;(w). 
Let arc.+ be faithful: 
I) E U(A(tn, a)’ ‘) 
- %A,,),,> I c .d and cp E .X such that A,,<(a) + $ and Aft(w) --f cp 
o 3(A,,),,. , c .d and cp E .fl such that A,,t(a) -+ $ and 
TAXt(o) = A,:R(d = A,TS(y) + 7-q 
ykc2(d(p,o)‘*) 
* SA,,),,a , c ,d and cp E X such that TA,,<(a) -+ T$ and 
TA,:IQo) = (TA,,)* t(o) -+ Tcp 
o T$ E Y(d(o, a)’ I) 
and, in this case, with cp as given, d(w, a)“’ $ = Js,,,,,$ = Jcp and 
T~(w,~)‘~*=TJ~~=JT~=JS,,,,~=A(~,,~)”~ 
= Js,,,,, Tt,b = d(w, 0)’ ’ TI/. 
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Thus T and d(o, CJ)’ ’ commute and TA(w, 0)’ ‘=d(p, 0)“‘. It follows 
that log d(p, a) = 2 log T+ log d(o, O) and, by Lemma 3.7, 
ent,,(o I p) = ent rd(a / m) + 2a(log T) = ent F,(a / W) - a(t) - log W(CJ ‘). m 
THEOREM 6.3. Let II he an extended-culued lonxer-hounded operutor 
qfyililated with .d and (1) E Z,(s&‘)). Then c(w, h) < log (u(e I’). 
Proq$ Applying the functional calculus to Proposition 2.13B, we can 
find a sequence (h,,),,, , of self-adjoint elements of .d increasing to h such 
that we can prove, with the dominated convergence theorem, that 
e h, +., e- h, Then W(CJ ““) + to(e “) and, by Proposition 3.15. 
c(ul, /I,,) + c(0, 12). 
This means that it is sufficient to prove the result for h = h* E .d. As men- 
tioned in Remark 3.9, this was done by Araki 1191. A simpler proof in this 
case is as follows: 
Let &‘, be the abelian algebra generated by 11. Define CT, = o / ,, for 
o E II,( Then, by monotonicity of the relative entropy. 
But, by Lemma 6.2, ent,,,,(a,iw,)-a,(h)dlog(rl,(C’ “)=log(~(e ‘I), and 
this proves the result. 1 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let p, Q E C,(d) he ,faitl?ful and suppose thut there 
exists un extendedculued lo,c,er-hounded operator t ~~~i:liated Ll,ith Y .such 
thut p = w’. Then p E Z,(w). 
Pwf!f: Let (t,, I,, 2 , be a sequence of self-adjoint elements of Y increas- 
ing to t. By Proposition 3.15, (I)‘,~ --+‘I p. From Lemma 6.2 and the result 
quoted in Definition 6.1, (JJI~ has the same modular group as w, and so 
d(o’“, CO’“) = d(o, 01). Then, by Lemma 5.3, A(/>, p) = d(o, CO). 1 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let p E ,Y, (w) und suppose that there exists X E R bcxith 
Xw 3 p. Let II be the seljkijoint operator qifiliuted with .d such thut p = CO” 
lvhich is constructed in Theorem 4.3. Then h is qffiliated ,z,ith 2. 
Proof: Suppose OE Z,(.&‘) has the same modular group as (r) 
and is such that X,a 3w and Xzw 3 o for some X,, X*E 5% Then, by 
12, Proposition 5.3.291 again, there exist unique bounded positive 
operators T,, T,EzY such that, VA~.crl, a(A)=tu(TI ‘AT; ‘) and 
UJ(A ) = CT( Ti ‘A Ti”). Uniqueness implies that T, T, = 1, which implies that 
T, is invertible and that t = - log T, E Y’. But then C(A) = w(e ’ lAe “2) 
VA E .d, and so. by Lemma 6.1, c = (I)*. 
Now, adopting the notation of Theorem 4.3, we have that, for 1 > ~7 2 s. 
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.t’p + (1 - J,)Z = W’I, being a convex combination of w and p, has the same 
modular group as o. It follows, using Corollary 3.14, that k, E Y. 
Then h=sup,,,,a, (k, + log J!) is affiliated with P. 1 
Also. b!l Coroliq~ 5.9B, lf’ o, # co2 then w: # co$. 
Prmf: By Corollary 3.13, WY and (0’; are faithful and so do have 
modular groups. Let o = :(w, + 02) and define t, and t, by Theorem 4.3 
to satisfy m, = W” and o> = w’?. By Proposition 6.5, t, and t2 are affiliated 
with 3. 
(((II, t, + 12) > - 3~~ because, by Theorem 4.3, 
Hence, by Theorem 5.10, U” and (&)‘I exist, and (cu”)” = &+‘I = 
(co”)” = UI:‘. Th en, by Proposition 6.4, W: and (0” have the same modular 
grow. I 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let k= k* E& and define p: C,(o) -+ I,(&) h!- 
y(p) = pk. Then 1’ z’s u h+vtion and 7 -l(p) = p ‘. 
Proqf: (This is an alternative proof of [2, Corollary 5.4.53). By 
Proposition 6.6, ~(C,(w))cC,(w”) and 7 is 1 - 1. By Lemma 5.1, 
(p”;) k=p, so; I exists and is as given. 1 
THEOREM 6.8. Let o~Z,(.d) he ,fuit/zful und suppose thut o(h) -c cc. 
Then {p”: p E C,(w) and p(h) < x ) is a bveukly dense suhsrt qf C, (co”), 
Proqf: That {p”: p E Z,(w) and p(h) < #cc ) c Zf(w”) is part of Proposi- 
tion 6.6. Let rr~Z,(&). Referring to the proof of [2, Theorem 5.3.291, 
there exist positive operators R,, R, E Y such that VA E .d, o(A ) = r(R, A ) 
and U”(A) = t(R?A), where r = $(o” + a). Define o,,(A) = w/‘( T,r,~2ATf,“), 
where T,,= (R, + lln)(R,+ l/n) ‘/w”((R, + l/n)(R,+ l/n) ‘). (T,,),,,, isa 
sequence of positive invertible elements of 3 such that w”( T,,) = 1 and 
~,,(A)=T((R, + l/n) R2(R2+ l/n) ’ A)/T((R, + l/n) R2(R,+ l/n))‘) from 
which it follows that c,, +li 0 as II + x. 
By Lemma 6.2, G,~ = (Q”)‘,, where t,, = -log T,,. From Theorem 5.8 and 
Corollary 5.2, 0,? = (urn)‘. 
Now, by Lemma 6.2, 
uP( A ) = a( Tf>,‘A Tfi’2),‘o( T,,) 
= (T;, ‘[(co), AT,‘, ‘~(o)),‘w( T,,) VA E cd. 
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o(h) < c;c implies that h is a self-adjoint operator and that 
t(u) E Q(l7) = U((l7 -<)I ‘) (where h > i). 
But then T,, and (11-i:)’ 2 commute, so that T,‘, ‘t(o) E Q((lr - C)“‘) and 
hence o’“(h) < x. This, together with Proposition 6.4, proves the result. 1 
7. A COUNTER EXAMPLE 
As is well known, there are positive self-adjoint operators h and H such 
that Q(H)c Q(h) and J’E Q(H) => (.f, Hf) = (.f, Irf‘), but such that h # H. 
We shall exploit such a pair in this section to show (Proposition 7.4) that 
some natural and desirable properties do not hold, in general, for unboun- 
ded relative hamiltonians. We shall use two self-adjoint extensions of 
-d2/dx2 on [0, l] (cf. [9, Section VIII.6, Example 3]), but we shall work 
at the level of eigenfunction expansions. 
Let ((P,~),,~ l and ($mLr30 be the orthonormal bases of L’( [IO, 11) 
defined by 
y,,(x) = J5 sin nrrx n3 1, 
*o(x) = 1, t),,(x) = Ji cos mrt.Y, m> 1. 
Then 
(Y,,> in,) = 0 if n = m (mod 2) 
(cp2,, 
242 
“$0)=(2n-l)n for n31 
4n 
(Y‘,, !bm) = (& _ m2)71 for n, m > 1 and n #m (mod 2). 
Define H=C,“=, r&c’ Icp,,)(cp,,l and h=C,:,=,m’n2 l$wl)($,,l. 
LEMMA 7.1. Q(H) c Q(h), .f~ Q(H)* (f, Hf) = (f, hf.), hut h # H. 
Pro4 For m, n 3 1, m(cp,,, ICI,) = -n(yD,,, ti,l) so 
(Y,,, bk) = i m2n2(vD,,, $,,N$,,, (~~1 
I?, = 0 
= nkn2($,> $,,I = (Y,,, HY,). 
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The lirst two claims can be deduced from this. 
h # H because, for example, (ijo, H$,,) = 3~. 1 (7.2) 
Let 0=(6/7c*)C,y=, (l/n*) Icp,,)(cp,,I. By Example 3.10, 
olH=(,;, $f l...,<~.,l):‘(,~, $1 (7.3 1 
so that, obviously, gH exists and is faithful. 
BY explicit computation, we have that, for all m 3 0, 
ent Jc,m,(l$,,l,)(ti/n,j lo)- ($,I h I$,,,) is finite, so w/1 also exists and is 
faithful. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. (A) (u~)~ = (o~)~ although uh # wH. 
(B) For x>O, (w”)‘~++o” as x-+0. 
(C) For x > 0, (c.B’~)~ +,w” as s + 0, although axyH +II w. 
ProqJ: 0” # gH because, using (3.11) and (7.2), we can compute that 
ent J,,~,(14(lo)(tt/ol IO”) is finite while ent/sc.n,(I$o>($ol Id’) is not. 
By Lemma 7.1, for x > 0, h + xH = (1 + x) H. By analogy with (7.3), 
LC)(’ + I-jH exists and is faithful, o”~ +‘I o, and o(’ + ‘lH -+” aH. Now, apply- 
ing Theorem 5.10. gives that w(‘+.‘)~ = (o-‘~)~=(u”)‘~. All the results 
follow. 4 
Proposition 7.4A shows that Corollary 5.9B does not extend arbitrarily 
and 7.4B shows that Proposition A.1 does not extend arbitrarily. I do not 
know whether or not, for bounded k, the function o H ok is always norm 
continuous, although I can prove that it is for states on @(.&‘). 
APPENDIX: AN ALTERNATIVE PROOF OF EQUATION 3.6 
In the first stage of the proof, we show that the functions kw c(o, k) 
and k++ mk are, strongly sequentially, continuous and norm continuous 
(respectively). Next we prove (3.6) for k analytic with respect to the 
modular group of o (see [2, Section 2.5.31). Proposition A.1 and Lemma 
5.3 then give us (3.6) for general k. The scheme of part of the proof follows 
the steps sketched in [2, Vol. II, pp. 279-2801, but a direct proof of each 
step is given. 
PROPOSITION A.l. Let (k,),, , he a sequence of‘self-adjoint elements of’ 
.d with k,, +I k. Then wkn(k,,) + uk(k), c(w, k,,) + c(w, k), und c& -+‘I ~0’. 
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Proof. (Using (3.5) this is proved by a different method in [ 1, Proposi- 
tion 4.11.) By Lemma 3.8, ent,,(Wk 10) 3 elk(k) - o(k) 3 - 2 lIk(l and 
ent ,(okf’I~)~gkf1(k,,)-w(k,,)3 -2 llk,,J, so, by Lemma 2.3C, the set 
W= {w”} u jwxtz: n > 1 ) has weakly compact closure in ,X’;,(.d). This 
implies (by [24, Theorem 111.5.41) that there exists p EZ*(&) such that 
VF>O, 36>0 such that AE,~‘, llAl1 ~1, and p(A*A+AA*)<6 implies 
lo( < E V’OE w. 
Let (o~T)~~~ be a weakly convergent subnet of (ok”),? 3, and suppose that 
,+ + 11 w’~, 
Choose E>O. 3x, such that a > x0 + I (ukz - o”)(k)1 < f~. Also, 
p((k,, -k)* (k,, -k) + (k,, - k)(k, -k)*) + 0 as n + XI, and hence, 3’2, such 
that x > G(, * I&(k, - k)l < ie. It follows that ~“~(k,) + w”(k). 
ent,,(w” I W) - o”(k) 
= lim (ent,Jo” ( 0) - ctik(k,)) 
rztr 
d l$$f (ent,,(& / 0) - w”z(k,) + ent d(~k I w”“)) 
(by Proposition 3.12A) 
6 ent,,(w” /w) - o”(k) + ent,,(w” I w”) 
d ent,,(o” 1 w) -w”(k). 
(by upper semicontinuity) 
Theorem 3.1 now yields WI’ = wk, and it follows that ent,,(ok’ lw) + 
ent,,(ok / w) and ent,,(w” ( wkz) -+ ent,,(& /ok) = 0. As (o~‘)~,, is 
an arbitrary convergent subnet, W’~I --+” wk, ukn(k,,) -+ wk(k), and 
ent d(~k”) co) + ent,,(& IO). Also, using [23, Theorem 3.11, 
0 3 - $ (Id - cok~~I/ 2 3 ent,,(ok 1 wkn) -+ 0 so that mkfl-!!+ w’. 1 
Turn now to proving (3.6) for analytic k. Suppose that o~C*(.d) is 
faithful and write H = -log d(o, 0). Let k = k* E A and define 
(A.21 
where, for A E ~2, z,( A ) = e”“Ae ‘rH. Then k,, -+’ k as n + x and k,, is 
analytic for t, in the sense that the function on @ defined by 
is an entire d-valued function [2, Proposition 2.5.221. 
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For 2 E C, define 
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r,,(z)= 1 + i (iz)“’ f1 i‘l-.-?1:“~~‘k,,(x,,,z).-.k,~(.~,~)rlr,,,-..d,~,. (A.3) 
nz= I ‘0 0 
This series converges uniformly on compact sets in @, so r,,(z) is an entire 
&-valued analytic function. A perturbation expansion shows that 
f,,(f) = (>N”+h~, lrN for t E R, and from this, it is straightforward to prove, 
for all ZE @, that (r,,(F))* = r,(z) -‘, that Q(e”“) = R(eiz(H+kn)), and that, 
for @ E 9(eirH), e”“‘+ ‘fl’@ = r,,(z)e”H@. 
Now define Y,, = T,,($i) r(w). Since r&i) is invertible, Y,, is cyclic and 
separating. Set L’,, = log 11 Y,,/l’ (cf. (3.5)), and define 
p,,(A)= (Y,,> ~~‘,,)~ll~Y,,l12 for A fz d. 
d(o, W) i’(w) = t(o), so r(w) E 9(ep”12) and e m’H+kfl”‘{(~) = Y,,, which 
implies that e (“+X,,+c’,,’ “j’(O) = y,,/11 Y,,lI. 
LEMMA A.4. Y,,E~ and, thus, ((p,,) = Y,,//I Y,,l/. 
Proof: For all A E d, 
(Y,,, AJm(w)) = (A*f-,,($) t(w), Jfw(o)) 
= (JA(w, co)‘.2 f,,(fi)* At(w), JAJ~(w)) 
= (‘45(o), A(0, co)‘,* f&i)* A((o)) 
= (At(w), e -f”+k”l:* A(x(w)) 3 (). 
The result follows from [2, Proposition 2.5.281. 1 
LEMMA A.5. log d(p,,, o) = log d(o, 8) -k,, - L’,,. 
ProqfI For A 6.d and DE~(~(o, 0)’ 2), 
(@> Alp,,, (“-))I * Ar(w))=(~,JA*r(p,,))=(~,JA*f,,(~i)e~’”’*5(w)) 
= (@, A(0, ~0)“~ f,,(+i)* A((o))ep”n * 
= (f,,(+i) A(0, ~0)“~ @, A((w))ep”n” 
=(,-lH+kn+4~2@, A((o)), 
Since {At(w): A E ,ti} is a core for d(p,,, w)‘.‘, this is enough to show that 
9(d(w, w)“~) = g(d(p,,, o)“*) = B(ep’H+kn+“n) 2, and that d(p,,, w)ri2 = 
e (H+lin+in’,‘2. Taking logarithms gives the result. 1 
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[Dw:Dp,,], = A(w, 0)” A(p,,, Q) l’ (by (2.5)) 
=f? lrtielr~H+h,,+~,,)= r, (-[)* p,,, 
and so, by (2.5) and (2.6), d(o, a)” d(a, a) jr = r,,( - t)* errCti n(p,,, a)” 
A(a, o)-“. Hence d(p,,, ~)“=r,,(-t)~~“‘“d(w. a)“. 
Let YE B(log d(o, a)). Then 
(d(p,,,o)“-1)-logd(w,a)+k,,+~,, YJ ! 1: 
6 I-,,( - t)r s’c,i ;(A( w, o-)“- I)-log A(w, a) Yap 
l tll(T,,(-t)e ~I/‘“-l)logd(w,a)YIl 
+ I I( 1 il(r,,(-f)r~“‘“-l)+k,,+~,, 1 II Y,. 
From (A.3), this tends to zero as t + 0, and it follows that log A(p,,. 0.) is 
an extension of log A(w, C) - k,,- c,, on 8(log A(o, a)). This yields the 
result, since the latter operator is self-adjoint on that domain. m 
Applying Lemma 3.7 gives em,(g) P,~) = ent,,(o 1 o) - a(/?,,) - o,~ and the 
identification of p,, with wk’” and of c,, with c(w, k,,) follow at once. 
THEOREM A.7. For o, w E C,(d) ,faitlzful, und k = k* E .d, 
log A(&, f~) = log A(w, a) - k - (.(o, k). 
Proof: Define k,, by (A.2), and use Proposition A. 1, Lemma 5.3, (2.1), 
Proposition 5.5, Lemma A.6, and Lemma 5.4, to show that 
(i+ log A(w, (T) -k - c(o, k)) ’ 
= lim (i + log d(w, cr) - k,, ~ ~(a, k,,)) I 
,1 - x 
= lim (i-t log n(w”n, a)) ’ 
,I 1 1. 
= (i + log A(&, a)) ‘. 1 
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